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Minutes of the May 15, 2007 meeting of Advisory Neighborhood Commission 
1-D 

These minutes approved at the June 5, 2007 meeting. 

Call to order 

[7:14 pm] Gregg Edwards called the meeting to order at 7:14 pm. Present were four of the six ANC 1D 
Commissioners: Gregg Edwards, Jane Zara, Dave Bosserman, and Jack McKay.  

Public discussion 

[7:15 pm] David Ahn again reviewed the status of the Bestway public space permit application. Gregg 
reported on his discussions of the problem with DDOT. Mary Hathaway spoke, but evidently with the 
microphone turned off. Steve Mudd spoke for AMP and LAMP. Gregg reported on his investigations 
concerning funding of parks in the area. Sarah Bertrand (? unintelligible), a resident of the 1600 block 
of Lamont Street, asked about the public safety situation. (At 7:28 pm, Joe Esparza arrived.) Jack 
showed statistics on burglaries. Rebecca Filardi described the security situation late at night on Mount 
Pleasant Street, noting in particular that there were drunks around, but she did not consider them 
threatening. Her advice was that it was possible to walk in safety at night, but this does require being 
careful. 

Secretary’s report 

[7:37 pm] Gregg suggested that we defer consideration of the May 1 meeting minutes until the next 
meeting.  

Treasurer’s report 

[7:37 pm] Joe reported that he was still working on quarterly financial reports. 

Planning and Consultation Committee report 

[7:40 pm] Joe reported on a subcommittee meeting concerning a Fair Housing Forum. This was 
followed by a discussion of housing issues, including a report by David Vacca on current legislation at 
the District Council.  
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Commercial Corridor Committee report 

[7:48 pm] Gregg reported on Commercial Corridor Committee activities. A public meeting of the 
Committee is planned for May 22. 

Web & Internet Coordination Committee report 

[7:53 pm] Joe reported on his progress in finding someone who will do Web site support for us. The 
question of compensation was brought up, and it was noted that any compensation for personal services 
must be authorized by the Commission prior to the expenditure. 

Meeting procedural rules 

[7:59 pm] Gregg requested agreement to proceed with the existing house rules, with the understanding 
that one topic of this meeting was to be an assessment of how well those current rules are working. In 
the discussion following, the commission agreed to use this session as a test of the current rules, to be 
followed by an assessment by commissioners of what might be changed. Comments by Jane and Joe 
were interpreted by Gregg as a desire to limit discussion on any topic, whether “priority” or not, to ten 
minutes. This was agreed to. 

Proposed “consent” items were taken up, followed by a discussion of whether one in particular, dealing 
with compensation for public space occupied by dumpsters, was appropriately a “consent” item. Jack 
objecting to it as a “consent” item, it was put instead under “new business”.  

Electronic notification of public space applications (consent) 

[8:18 pm] Gregg introduced this resolution: 

ANC1D advises the DC Department of Transportation (dDoT) and its Public Space 
Administration to arrange for electronic notification of permit applications where 
construction or dumpster location might block sidewalks, streets or other public amenities. 
This notice should be available at least for the electoral district of each requesting 
commissioner, and would better include the possibility of receiving notice for the whole 
ANC area or that of neighboring districts. 

Why: Currently, dDot mails a single copy of a paper notice of all permit applications for the 
whole city to a single address for each ANC. Given the volume of similar correspondence, 
and the fact that many ANCs (like this one) cannot afford staff to handle the work flow, this 
information often does not reach the commissioner for the impacted area. Thus, the current 
method costs the DC government much time and trouble to prepare and mail 37 packages 
twice a month, yet often does not perform the intended task.  

Other agencies have set up systems that work far better, for example, that of the Historic 
Preservation Office. This example alone shows how a small office can perform its legally 
mandated function of notifying ANCs in ways that cut costs and greatly improve 
functionality. 

Agreed to as “consent” item by four to zero vote (Jack abstaining). 

ANC1D protests the renewal of liquor licenses for eight Mount Pleasant 
venues 

[8:23 pm} Gregg introduced this resolution: 

ANC1D advises the Alcohol Beverage Control Board of its protest of the renewals of the list 
below of eight licensees on the grounds of improving and not decreasing the Peace, Order 
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and Quiet of the neighborhood and especially the highly dense residential areas nearby and 
intermixed with these locales. It is amenable to negotiating a Voluntary Agreement with 
these licensees that would meet its concerns. 

Licensees: 

Don Jaime, 3209 Mount Pleasant Street NW, License #21925, Class Retailer CR 01, Petition 
Date: 2007 06 04 

Marx Café American Bar, 3203 Mount Pleasant Street NW, Dalunas, LLC, License # 74712, 
Class Retailer CR 01, Petition Date: 2007 06 04 

Corado’s Guatemalan Restaurant, 3217 Mount Pleasant Street NW, Corado’s Restaurant, 
Inc., License # 15941, Class Retailer CR 01, Petition Date: 2007 06 04 

Haydee’s Restaurant, 3102 Mount Pleasant Street NW, License # 24663, Class Retailer CR 
01, Petition Date: 2007 06 11 

Radius, 3155 Mount Pleasant Street NW, License # 72310, Class Retailer CR 01, Petition 
Date: 2007 06 11 

Tonic, 3155 Mount Pleasant Street NW, License # 60786, Class Retailer CR 01, Petition 
Date: 2007 06 11 

Pupuseria San Miguel, 3110 Mount Pleasant Street NW, License # 74630, Class Retailer DR 
01, Petition Date: 2007 07 02 

Don Juan Restaurant and Carry Out, 1660 Lamont Street NW, License # 15934, Class 
Retailer CR 02, Petition Date: 2007 07 16 

Why: The neighborhood has changed markedly in the last three years. Property values are 
up, there has been more policing, the demographics is undergoing a rapid shift. Yet, the level 
of trash, noise, traffic, congestion, vermin, and other nuisances remains high, even with 
existing VAs in place.  

While it is true that in some instances this ANC may wish to negotiate changes in the 
Voluntary Agreements (VAs) sponsored by civic groups, difficult trade-offs may be 
necessary to preserve peace, quiet and order.  

It would be incompetent for us to not explore the application of better practices for handling 
these issues, practices that have been proven elsewhere to improve conditions. To not 
implement with VAs the best appropriate practices essentially is to choose to subject 
residents and visitors to unnecessary levels of annoyance and deprive them unnecessarily of 
other benefits. This would be contrary to our oath of office, and the general intents of public 
policy. 

Passed by five to zero vote. 

Stewardship of Public Property 

[8:52 pm] Jane introduced this resolution: 

ANC 1D resolves to advise the Mayor, City Council and all relevant agencies to adopt the 
following basic principles for Stewardship of Public Property in order to effectively preserve 
Public Property for Public Needs. 

1.  Immediately stop disposal of Public Property until an inventory of public property and 
related Public Needs can be inventoried and compared. 
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2.  Make a complete and publicly accessible inventory of all Public Property (as required by 
law) to find out what we really have. 

3.  Make a comprehensive and publicly accessible inventory of Public Needs that might be at 
least partially satisfied through use of Public Property. Use a transparent and community-
driven inventory process. 

4.  Match the Public Property inventory against the Public Needs inventory to determine the 
best uses of DC Public Property. 

5.  Amend DC's Property Law to support the use of Public Property to serve Public Needs. 
Current law labels Public Property as "surplus" if there is "no further public use" found for 
it. We maintain there are always Public Needs and uses for all Public Properties which must 
be balanced. 

6.  Maintain Public Property for the long-term needs of DC communities and for future 
generations by leasing, not selling, Public Property and by retaining the right to reclaim 
leased properties when they are needed to serve Public Needs. 

Why: Public Property is a gift to us from the past and once sold, will not be replaced. Green 
spaces and spaces for community activities are quickly disappearing in DC. Unless we act to 
preserve Public Property for immediate and future Public Needs and uses, the quality of life 
in DC will become poorer and bleaker than it could have been. 

Public Property includes all property DC owns. It includes tax-payer funded housing, 
schools, parks and other green spaces, libraries, and government offices and other buildings. 
They were established to meet the needs of DC residents and visitors. As conditions change, 
Public Needs may also change, but other Public Needs will arise. 

However, a pattern of increasing disposal of Public Property by the DC Government has 
become evident. We hold that short-term monetary gain or reduction of obligations is not 
adequate compensation for the permanent loss to the public of Public Properties. The DC 
government and the public are stewards of Public Property and should maintain Public 
Property for to serve Public Needs. 

Passed by five to zero vote. 

Exploring best practice for handling alcohol licenses 

[9:09 pm] Gregg introduced this resolution: 

ANC1D allocates up to $500 for initial expenses to explore best and appropriate practices 
for handling alcohol licenses, Voluntary Agreements, and the use of alcohol licensed venues 
to support a neighborhood that cultivates creative development and multi-ethnic expression. 
An ad-hoc committee of Gregg Edwards, Joe Esparza, and Jane Zara is designated to 
oversee expenditures, collaborating with the standing Commercial Corridor Committee to 
make arrangements.  

Among the examples that might be considered would be the U Street Pilot implementation 
of the approach of the Responsible Hospitality Institute. This initiative could welcome 
collaboration by other ANCs and civic groups. 

Passed by five to zero vote. 

Compensation for the disruption of dumpsters &c. 

[9:14 pm] Gregg introduced this resolution: 
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ANC1D advises the DC Department of Transportation (dDoT) and its Public Space 
Administration (PSA) to arrange for payments in kind whereby the disruptions caused by 
dumpsters and other construction obstacles to sidewalks and streets would be compensated 
by longer-term improvements to the streetscape nearby or in the same area. A public rule 
making process could determine effective procedures for handling these issues. 

Why: Especially in highly dense areas of DC like Mount Pleasant, the presence of 
dumpsters and other obstacles associated with larger scale construction and repairs often 
have disrupted traffic and pedestrians for many months, and sometimes years. Currently the 
fees go to the account of the Public Space Administration, whereas the costs and 
inconvenience are borne solely by neighbors and visitors. The current cost ($20 a month for 
the first three) in heavily used commercial areas is totally out of proportion to the dollar 
value of the inconvenience imposed upon the community. 

For disruptions of more than a week, those responsible should work out lasting 
improvements in compensation. While the local ANC should be consulted, the guidelines 
should be prepared by dDot in a public rule making process. 

Passed by five to zero vote. 

Reinstate the jointly sponsored MPD-ANC PSA for Community Oriented 
Policing 

[9:30 pm] Gregg introduced this resolution: 

ANC1D resolves to advise the DC Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) to reinstate 
handling the Police Service Area 301 meeting via joint sponsorship with ANC1D's 
committee on Public Security. 

Why: This advice is based on a proven program:  Until two years ago, MPD and ANC1D 
jointly sponsored the neighborhood policy and priority process implicit in the Community 
and Problem Oriented Policing approach.  This was done via a monthly meeting 
cosponsored by MPD's PSA 301 unit and ANC1D's standing committee with oversight on 
policing matters.  The average attendance was many times greater than that of MPD's current 
method, and was especially notable in its broad appeal to all demographic sectors of Mt 
Pleasant. 

Passed by five to zero vote. 

Adjournment 

[9:50 pm] Jack moved to adjourn. Motion passed by general consent. 
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